
Dear Dick, 	 6/16/91 
As in haste I've been trying to put on paper what may gnable you tpo answer any 

questions you may get and thus have been intending to have and document 4 the writer 
I hoped would be available to do the writing - in adddtion to what I'll enclose have 
about 8,000 words more to read and correct - it came to me this morning that unless we 
do have a writer pretty soon 	have just about everything on paper first. 

That reminded me of something David said when you were here, that you have an ex- 
cellent editor available. 

This makes me wonder whether that editor would be willing to rewrite and edit and 
in return be full coauthor. If so, OK in advance. I think this would be faster and could 
very well be profitable to the editor/rewriter/coauthor. 

I've been putting on paper what appears to me to be illustrations of the kind of 
information and documentation a publisher may want. 

Not in any logical sequence, merely what ap ears to be of this nature that I can 
do with some rapidity. 

When I finish what is started in these 6,000 words I think I'll go back over the 
many quotes by and for Stone and get that oa paper. It should, I think, be close to 
the beginning of the book. 

For some other things I await the return of a memo and the annotated Garrison 
book frol. 4ardner. its of after 1 today no additional word from him. `Phis should mean 
he got my letter of the 8th. I need those things for drafting other parts. 

I have more (family) interruptions today, a few I can anticipate several days 
this coming week, and I'll be at Hopkins all day-Thursday for regular checkups. 

But I'll get as much on paper and documented as I can. 
I hope t:is is not an imposition on you. and that it is not to difficult to read and 

is interesting. 

Thanks and best to all, 

iii4A4,((Z) 



't7t: 
It helps understiag Jim Garrison to know that he was not cOily fond of qgoting 

Ulice in Wonderland," particularly "Through the "ookin6klass", where up is down, in 

is out, he pdactised it. 

Oliver stone is no less an ardent, unabashed, uninhiblted practitioner. 141414ably 
of ( 

neither invented it. For all Stone's professed liking and respect for Garrison s book, 

there is no reason to assume he first learned of the art from the Jolly Green Giant, pi/I/LAU/hi 
mit/h1Vnn‘ire;, 

Garrison's charged conspiracy, the case he rook to court so d-lsast*ously, had 

three conspirator;, Dee Harvey Oswald, Clay Shaw and David Ferrie. The charge was con-

spiracy. To be sure mere talk, Constatutionally protected, did not lead over/zealous 

prosecutors to charge those who just talked about doing what the law prohibits, the 

conspiracy charge requies an overt step in pursuance of the plotted crime. 

David Ferrie
' 
 and Clay Shaw, without any question, were not in Dallas when JFK was 

elk livv1/4%44/11- 	/ 	3. 	 _ I /ca-t Litz 
assassinated there.',Dee Harvey Oswald was. So, what overt step in parauttriee erirae 

could there have been in Garrison's case except by Lee Ilarvey Oswald? 

let from the first Garrison insisted that Oswald had shot nobody. 

Thus, in Garrisons gumbo, the innocent Oswald was guilty. Uthendse he had no 

case to take to court and he was so determined to solve the crime! 
A 

So was 'liver Stone, but understanding him requires playing a different game. On 

iizitxamaztoximmigaiiadxgWtilxtkexamaix T4/ of the )ast it was called, "What's My Name?" 

In it three people one of whom had some real or imaginary claim to fame appeared and 

were asked and answered questions. At the end the host intoned, "Will the .4-al r  this 

, 
time weIll have it Oliver Stone, please Stand up?2 

on that TV game there W6: a real person whose name was used and at the end that 

person smiling rose and was applauded. 

Ixi eieJFK assassinatio game---tand both Garrison and Stone make a game, albeit a 

very commercial game, of 

Watching this game in real life, not on TV, there is no real Oliver 'tone to 

stand up. 

Select older quotes from file of clipping,,,here and quote them.) 
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Then, headed "Dallas in Wonderland", with the sub%ad "How Oliver stone's Version of 

the Kennedy assassination Exploits the Edge of Paranoia" George Lardner's expose cum 
141,009 

ridicule was the lead story in the'/Sunday Washington Post's Outlook section 

Stone was upset. He demanded an opportunity to respond. First, however, he got his 

lawyers into the game. Not Shylock, Shylock, Shylock and Hemlock but axamtkmix 

Greenberg, Glusker, Aids. Claman tc Machtinger. Its letterhead list$84 partners. Its 

Robert F. Marshall issued an unknown number of threats, reported large number, from 

coast to coact. Including 	the Post and me. 

Thase threats were based on quotation of the script before the movie appeared. To 

the Post,Utaisszei to which I'd given the copy I had, Stone declared that I stole it. I 

didn't. He was careful not to say this - or anything at all -to me. Nor did his of those 

O4 	U4 Greenberg-to-lqachtinger partners, Robert f7. Marshall. 
The claim, through th7/lookinglass, is that Clive:7_9ton° has a right to rewrite 

the most significant events in our history and under the First amendment to the hallowed 

Constitution nobody is allowed to say so until after he has gotten away with it. 

Aided and abetted by Marshall and others Stone's half-page of response was printed 

in the(e 2 Outlook. In it he boasted that his film "speaks a higher truth, words the 

Post;ûrfed it its headline. 
tone's 

I

" /gher Truth," among other personal self-indictments, is a flaunting of the grossest 

ignorance of the actualities of the JFK assassination and its investigations. 

as a :Ana* example - and a bit past "the edge of paranoia"ghe intoned: 

"Even today our film is having to rely on bits and pieces of information because the 

Ritiarren uommission urged that its material be sealed and kept from the public until the 

year 2039. Even then, the CIA has the option of continuing this censorship until the 

yenr0'2118. Are the interests of the American public served by waiting this long?" 

This deserves and will receive detailed examination but for the moment if we turn our 

eyes from his lookinglass we can see those quarter of a million pages, hardly "bits 

and pieces", in my basement, to which he was offered access and did not accept the offer (5 

nobody doing any work in the field is unaware of this standing offer in any event oaad 



'11t44' .̀±4 414=  
theerTeeveral hundred cubic feet of Warren Lommisiion records it began to transfer to the 

National Archives as soon as it completed publication. At the archives they were processef 

for public access with reasonable promptness and "the American public" did not have to 
)41/Wi''s 

wait any longer than the next year, mid 1965, not 2039, before being able to examine them 
I 

as they were processed. 

rangi 
	

ro 
l(pee 

m  is need for ir  	 px2venting 
government records, 

processing under the laws and reguLations that apply to all 

innocent who can be defamed,(to avoid intrusion 
a4L - 

--kkxikekekt harm to the 

into ongoing or anticipated litigation all the way through the protection of the identift- 
,_ 044 	r/  Wu. 

cation of confidential informants and secret intelligence sources-aetiketoften4inflated rouli-z..4._ 	4.  
and exaggerated but nonetheless real and necessariIY-dunria6htiakfforeign intelligence 

7nly 11,7 
I published facsimiles of this supposedly "sealed" information in all_rwisurks:pcingt 

sources.) 

the-books-I-published beginning with the very first, the one his own 

klA01.0v.4.1 
told me she and he were familiar with and respected 40,  much. 

film'sOvehiclefsm to explore the various credible assassination theories," here using 

that looking lass again for "credibility", liye'describes his film as "an entertainment 

A 	6 	t3.-f- 	t-c-e4 )  
Latching himself securely 	 to the Garrison investigation asOhis all over again 
A 

research director Y >L' 

project." "o more. 
lincorrect) 

fn the very next paragrpah in which he has one of hiscraiiaings of my mind without ever 

having spoken to me, forgetting all that jazz about the "sealing of all those records 

until te year 2039 or past 2118, he writes that I had "done more harm to the Warren 

1/4'ommission than any other researcher through his persistent Freedom of Information Act 

suits." 

in this he states his knowledge of the existence of the'available1r4cordsito him long 

If iwinthis film is no mo7 than entertainment -f,:be-terkett'bilEtt he is actually 
f 	11400 Lit h  l4447; ' AJ .yvnj, 

describing it as fiction, hathe told the New Orleans Times-Picayune's "Agniappe 

movie writer, David aaron in the intervit* published May 24, 1991, "...I cannot say - 

before 2039 and his knowledge that he did not have "to rely on .bits and pieces of in- 
.6(/‘e-  4-1!., formation."  71. mt. 4.9/4, 	it.,(4,4,,;(,,,T.  jta_tv-e4-ii,h,i4 4A-rh.4,41k.tle kyt./-“kitai 

44  kA. 444 :i'. 

I, 
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that tilis is a true story." 

In the same interview he said of the very same film, moderating his earlier absolute 

definitiveness with two words, "we thin," that it is "the larger story, which is why 

Kennedy was killed, and how we think it was done and who did it." 

Not since (Yartoonist al Cap)'s Senator Claghorn has any man had as many corners out 

of which to speak from a single mouth. 
As I told him iej14,44qp dune 3 latter addressing this article, 

(TEere is no reali0iver Stone to stand up. 

But we do know what he means by "higher truth.? 

he is whatever at any moment strikes him it is in hih interest to appear to be. 

//Note to self- somewhere in what .-~ have he did use the word "fiction" to describe his film. 

Find and insert it. 
rti6 

And he has gotten away with it. In g single interview<he told Baron that he can't 

even say his film is truthful and at the same time that it is non-fiction that will tell 

the still-sorrowing people AgNho" killed their President, "Why" and "how." 

Id there is a real Oliver "'one, then this is he, the man who saySanything At any 

time if at that time he perceives it as serving whatever he(Conceives his immediate 

interest to ue. 

This means a man whose word cannot be taken for anything he says or writes. 

No other kind, of man Aku would risk the reputation he earned and spend Warner Broom  

thers reported ,k1X) million buying the roghts to Garrison's disgraceful fraud of a book 

that is really his attempt at rewriting his own history by blaming all his faults and 

flaws on others, up to and including the CIA. Ou Gontract the right to heap further 

indignity on the greatest of national tuagedies as he commercializes and exploits it 

by mutAig by adding to arrison's inventions, distortions and outrigh,tideliberate lies 

the accumulated cocakmalLe nuttiness of two and a half decades of assassination theoriz- 

ing and then repeating over and over again while also denying it that he is recording 
true, 

the ,history of that great triAgedy. 



Insert where appropriate 

But of all the extraordinarily important factual material, this descfiption to 

distinguish the official records from the dreams, conjectures, inventions, fabrications 

and other non-factual material on which:Stone depends, those rgallid readily available 

records he and Garrison both knew I had and both declined to examine, pethaps the one 

that most advances their unsupported and unsupportable CIA-did-it theories is the 
President 

statement of their 14Umber 1 villain , yndon Baines Johnson.- 	24 
iff Li33-  
46 believed there was a conspiracy and that the CIA was part of it! 

In his April 4, 1967)  memorandum to Hoover through his channel, the only man 

between them, Cartha DeLoach, then assistant to the direetor,wrote Clyde Tolson, Hoover's 

closest personal friend and his associate director, with copies so few they were directed 

only to three of the assistant directors, DeLoach reported this. 
.■■■•••• 

The memo is on what4.)ac: anderson had told DeLoach after interviewing uarrison. To 

it DeLoach added: 

In this connection Marvin laason [longtime friend and close assistant to L413 
called me late last night and stated that the President had told him , in an off 
moment, that he was now convinced that there was a plot in connection with the 
assassination. Watson stated thet hat

President felt that the CIA had something to do 
with this plot. Watson requesteueny furthel-information we could furnish iNthis 

connection would be most appreciated by him and the President."(sic) 

This conspiracy couple was so wrapped up in dreams and theories and was so ignorant 

of the fact of the assassination, including the factual ebkdence that established that 

there had been a conspiracy they missed this of several quotations of LBJ's belief that 

the CIA was involved in tite conspiracy that killed JFK! 

When 's they dicljthey can just make it tip why bothers to read official records? 

It is easier to say they are suppressed. 

i•nowing it not to be true, as both did.,  
much as 

There is more to this one of the uncountable illustrations of Past how Stone wrote, 

his film incorporates everything that has been discovered..." 

ilaybe .-tone lucked out on this one because it is hard to believe that even the Stone 

who has made it so clear the kind of person Oliver tone is could have given either Garrison 
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or his book a second glance after reading what -'eLoach reported that anderson told him 

/10/(4 ill.  
of what Garrison told anderson found "convincing" and with 'some authentifity." 

lsp "...the entire assassination plot stemmed from David W. Ferrie, who was the genius 

who masterminded the whole thing, and with Clay Shaw, who was in the beginning subsidized 

by the Central Intelligence agency. ...Lee harvey Oswa„.d came to the attention of Perrie 

and Shaw when Oswald first arrived in New Orleans. [Both.] recognized the fact that Oswald 

	had ties and background which would lend themselves to gaining easy access to Cuba. 

Shaw at that point had already been approved by the CIA, through an a)propriate cut-out, 

to engineer a plot that would result in the assassination of Fidel Castro. ...Ferrie and 

Shaw arranged for Oswald to obtain an office which was formerly 01,Ileen rented by an 

anti-Castro orgaVization. Ferrie and Shaw also conceived the idea of sending Oswald to 

Mexico in a fake attempt to obtain permission to re-enter the Soviet Union. Garrison, 

according to andersoni can prove that Oswald did this merely to establish a good atmos-

phere so that he could gain ready access to ''uba, ...Oswald became disillusioned and 

refused to go through with the plot to assassinate Castro. Upon returning to New Orleans 

from Mexico, Oswald advised both Ferrie and Shaw that he would not go through with their 
... then 

plans. Shaw and Berrie conceived the idea lmostly because of the fiasco of the Bay of Pigs) 

of assassinating President Kennedy. Ferri() and Shaw believed that Oswald could be the 

'patsy' and instructed him to go to Lallas for the purpose of the assassination. .... 

Garrison has witnesses who will testify that Jack -uby was the eyes and ears gor •‘errie 

at all times. ...Ruby was definitely in on the plot and was later instructed by Ferrie 

and Shaw to take care of Oswald. ..." 

:c)t a word of this t is true - not a single word! There isn't even a rational reason 

even for suspecting that any of it is tp4s. Garrison, as was his wont, just made it all 

up and 46 soon as it did to him'it/became instant fact and he was, indeed, persuasive 0 

-14/Pith2t) 
ds--.1-he conned the shrewd and experienced Jack anderson. Garrison did not have 

"facts " ath he did not have "witnesses" to prove a aingle word of this gibberish. 

Wih out even attempting to connect ferric:, with the CIa he has ,Ferrie as "the 

genius and mastermind of the entire thing if" for the CIA. Not even the cheapest of spook 
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novels would conjecture such utter nonsense about the CIA. or any other intelligence agency. 

Oswald's knowN4 ties and backgron0d" were the opposite of what "would lend themselves 

r, 	 - 	-- 

to gaining  easy access to Cuba." In fact, in those days, there ere was X= no such thing  as 

"easy access to Cuba." 

"Stihkala "Ferrie and Shaw arranged for Oswald to obtainan(Office xitatakw2wwwwxtpc ....ft 

They didn't and he didn't. 

Garrison is referring  to the building  since demolished at 544 Camp Street. In his 

book, preiitending  to have made a personal investigation, he is 100 percent wrong about 

what he says about that building. 

(Pick up when book is returned and check what follows') 
Gy-44 	 , 

He has Guy BaniiiTift-fetwa-4.n his later inventions he has Oswald working, raet 
71A. 1„A-1/14,1/42 	

, /2 
for Ferrie end Shaw 	 :e -(the former FBI agent and former third man on the.. 

_

ew 

	

	

_r 

 'Oolice Department;--wUd did have a detective agency of sorts, w.i..Up441an.:9e 

on--tivab-see-errd-fieer
e, 
 and Garrison describes climbing the steps to tlie second floor from 

the Lafayette Street,aleas. 

41.1 fact, Banister's office was on the first floor, with a private entrance, the only 

entrance to that building  from Lafayette Street, and thereiiiWere no stairrilarfrom it 

to anywhere. The ataiAr'werviiitatarta-staLiir' ei 	 s immediately inside the Camp Street 

main entrance. 

Moreover, Oswald did not obtain an office." If instead of making  up whatever 

appealed to him at any of his many utterly irrational moments he had used his phone or 

walked down the corridor from his own office to that of Criminal Sheriff Heyd and had 

/// 
spoke/to Sam Newman, who---—owndd that building, a I did, he would have ,siown that 

Newman did not rent that office after the eubans movedlouland that Oswald had no office 

there at all. 

Garrison appears to have made this up because on some of his literature that he 

distributed Oswald stamped the 544 'amp Street address, as I brought to 1 	in Oswald 

in New Orleans..-aad-earlier. 

At the time Garrison was filling anderson with all his fabricated nonsense the 



man Newman had tending to that builuing, known only as "Arthur", was living in that two-

room office, sleeping in the smaller, inner room. 

So much for GarrisonAwriting in his book that he went there and made a personal 

investigation speaking to canister - on the second floor yet! 

When Oswald was in Mexico he sought permission to enter tuba, well knwon and omitted 

either by Anderson or by DeLoach. "...sending Oswald to "exico in a fake attempt to re-

enter the Soviet Union" is a ridiculous inven ion. It was more difficult to get to the 
te, 	,9114 

6oviet lion via Cuba than 	 . There was about one plane a week, 

and a soviet plane at that. 

So far as the silliness of Garrison being able to "prove that this was merely to 

establish a good atmosphere so thathe could gain ready ac-ess to Cubaewhich did not 

in any event exist) goes, what actually hap,,ened that it did not take Garrison and his 

alleged witnesses to prove is extraordinarily well knowd Oswald was denied a visa on the 

spot and he started what denegerated into a real ruckus and was denounced andiput out 

711kki vi 44   
1 

by the Cubans in that consulate. 	'C'A - h., i -  - 	t. 
0 

4/ 
 

All of this is quite explicit and beyond question in those 26 volumes Garrison 

examined repeatedly seeking the conspiracies not in them. He cannot have been unaware 

of the actualities when he fed that stuff to Anderson. 

"Upon returning to "ew Orleans from kiexicora real doozer. Os wald di no such thing. 
(..? Dallas, not lieji!(.1..)raam,_■,.: 

He went from "exico 	 Per,i things are as thoroughly and unquestionably 

documents; especially in those 26 volumes with which 4arrison virtually lived. 

So, according to Stone's hero/protagonist 6'arrison, "Ferrie and Shaw... instructed 

him to go to Dallas"- from Naw Orleans* mind you, where Oswald wasn't -"for the purpose 

044)..t//  
Some assassination chie,V4 in Garrison's quoted version - sending a man there 

"for the purpose of the assassination" without showing that they then knew that JFK 

would be there to be assassinated - and that if he were he would be where Oswald would be 

able to shoot him. 

garrison did not have and could not have had "witnesses who will testify that ruby was 

of the assassination." 



the eyes and ears for 'errie at all times." 'Phis means, in this vintage Garrisonia, that 

ruby was "the eyes and ears" for "the genius and mastermind of the entire thing." 

Ruby, the punk who aspired to be a thug was !and could not have been anybody's 

"eyes and ears" for what nobody knew could impend. Of all Garrison's iniumerable inventions 

that are so childishly ridiculous, this is close to taking the cake! 

And Garrison himself is the living proof of it. 

If he had the 'Witnesses who would testify" to this, which made Ruby a key part of 

the conspiracy he msailmilawrsat charged, why did he not include that in his indictments? 

Why did he not produce those "witnesses" to testify at the trial he did have? 

To describe this as merely nonsense is to praise it. jt is made up in its entirety, 

without even incom>etent witnesses to testify to any of it, the whole schmear, and Garrison 

did not produce any such witness when he went to trial. 

They do not and never did exist. 

It is entirely fabricated and on the basis of what was well knwfiri it was stupid to 

utter a saiglo word of it. 

It was, as Garrison certainly had to know, proven to be false when he unloaded it 

on the very much impressed Anderson. 

Stone mis?d more than a chance to invoke LBJ in support of Garrison's and his theory 

they present as fact, that the CIit conspired to kill JFK. 

a 
He mised this fine opport,mity to avoid ruining the reputation he had earned and 

is represented by his two 'scars. 

"nly time can tell what else it might ;cost him. 

lost 
pktAer“- 
petiadic of all is that business of sending Oswald to Cuba to assassinate Castro, 

so well protected that the GIAJinnumerable efforts all failed. Oswald knew only a smattering 

accurate 	
requires 

) 
of Spanish and when last he was known to have fired a rifle, they firing of, requires regular 

practise, the iiarines certified that he then was a lousy shot almost pennilesolin 

what was he going to live on in Guba? 04 :47 kiJ f)d 


